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A new, single-step protocol for wrapping individual nanosized -casein micelles with silica is presented. This biomolecule-
friendly synthesis proceeds at low protein concentration at almost neutral pH, and makes use of sodium silicate instead of the 
common silicon alkoxides. This way, formation of potentially protein-denaturizing alcohols can be avoided. The pH of the 
citrate-buffered synthesis medium is close to the isoelectric point of -casein, which favours micelle formation. A limited amount 
of sodium silicate is added to the protein micelle suspension, to form a thin silica coating around the -casein micelles. The size 
distribution of the resulting protein-silica structures was characterized using DLS and SAXS, as well as 1H NMR DOSY with a 
dedicated pulsed-field gradient cryo-probehead to cope with the low protein concentration. The degree of silica-condensation was 
investigated by 29Si MAS NMR, and the nanostructure was revealed by advanced electron microscopy techniques such as ESEM 
and HAADFSTEM. As indicated by the combined characterization results, a silica shell of 2 nm is formed around individual -
casein micelles giving rise to separate protein core-silica shell nanoparticles of 17 nm diameter. This alcohol-free method at mild 
temperature and pH is potentially suited for packing protein molecules into bio-compatible silica nanocapsules for a variety of  
applications in biosensing, therapeutic protein delivery and biocatalysis. 
 
 
Introduction 
Preservation of protein functionality under artificial conditions is a key issue in applications such as therapeutic protein delivery, 
biocatalysis and bio-sensing.1–9 Steric restriction in a confined nanospace is one of the successful approaches to enhance the 
conformational stability of a protein. 3,5,9 –13 In particular, the enclosure of a single or few protein molecules into polymer or silica 
capsules is an attractive means to expand the conditions under which proteins can be functionally applied.10,12 –21 The protein  
nanocapsules can even be made responsive to selected triggering, depending on the intended application. For instance, organic 
polymer shells in therapeutic delivery systems can be engineered to degrade at a targeted pH.22 One type of encapsulation 
involves covalently attaching functional groups to the protein surface, followed by a polymerization of organic22 or inorganic10, 14 

monomers forming a  shell around the protein. For more fragile enzymes, however, such encapsulation methods involving 
chemical modification may cause a loss of functionality.10 

 
Silica is an attractive wrapping agent because of its limited solubility under physiological conditions, flexibility in handling and 
biocompatibility. 1,2,23–26 Encapsulation of individual living cells in silica gels has been reported, including prokaryotes, yeast 
cells, plant and animal cells.2–4,25,27–33 The encapsulation of yeast cells with silica has been demonstrated to extend their lifespan, 
and to protect the cells from unfavourable external conditions.31,32 Concerning biomolecules, many delicate water-soluble and 
membrane-bound proteins have been successfully immobilized in large silica gel bodies.2–4,7,8,26,34 

 

Encapsulation of individual proteins in silica capsules has also been achieved.14,15,19,35,36 One approach involves the use of 
triblock copolymer, organic solvent and silicon alkoxide. A protein such as met-myoglobin was solubilized in cyclohexane by 
incorporation in poly(ethylene oxide) – poly(propylene oxide) – poly(ethylene oxide) triblock copolymer (EO20 – PO70 – EO20, 
P123, Pluronic®) conjugates. The added tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) was hydrolyzed in the presence of traces of water, and 
polymerized around the nano-emulsion of met-myoglobin/P123 conjugates. These silica-wrapped protein capsules were 
precipitated, dried and suspended in aqueous solution.19 

 

Besides the complexity of this synthesis protocol, including solvent removal steps, a general disadvantage of using organic 
solvents in the encapsulation process is the risk of protein denaturation. Nevertheless, in the reported cases, proteins entrapped 
inside silica capsules retained their functionality, secondary structure and the desired improvement of protein stability.10,14,19 

 

Typically, silica polymerization around proteins is achieved by hydrolysis and condensation of silicon alkoxides.1,37,38 However, 
hydrolysis of alkoxides like TMOS and TEOS releases stoichiometric quantities of methanol and ethanol, which may cause  
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science, extending the application field of encapsulation of fragile bio-molecules. Eventually this may offer manifold potential 
applications in biosensing, biocatalysis or controlled release of therapeutic proteins. 
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